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Ad Verecundiam

Because Dobzhansky says so. 

Nothing in Biology Makes Sense Except 
in the Light of Evolution 

- Theodosius Dobzhansky 1973“ ”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodosius_Dobzhansky


Classification of all living organisms

Kingdom 
Phylum 
Class 
Order 
Family 
Genus 
Species

Carl Linnaeus (1707-1778)
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Figure 1.1: Linnean classification depicted in the form of a tree.

species of animals. Linnaeus believed that God was the ordering principle
behind this classification system, and that its structure somehow reflected
the divine master plan.

It was not until after the 1859 publication of Charles Darwin’s “On the
Origin of Species” that an alternative explanation was widely accepted. Ac-
cording to Darwin (and others), the ordering principle behind the Linnean
system was instead a history of “common descent with modification”: all life
was believed to have evolved from one—or a few—common ancestors, and
taxonomic groupings were simply manifestations of the tree-shaped evolu-
tionary history connecting all present-day species (Fig. 1.2).

The theory of common descent did not in itself address the issue of how

evolutionary change takes place, but it was able to explain a great deal
of puzzling observations. For instance, similar species are often found in
adjacent or overlapping geographical regions, and fossils often resemble (but
are di↵erent from) present-day species living in the same location. These
phenomena are easily explained as the result of divergence from a common
ancestor, but have no clear cause if one assumes that each species has been
created individually.

1.3 Natural Selection

The mechanism that Darwin proposed for evolutionary change is called nat-
ural selection. This is related to artificial selection—the process of inten-

c� Anders Gorm Pedersen, 2005



Quiz
Do you "know thyself"? 



I think...“ ”- Charles Darwin  
œš‘“›⁸B Notebook p. 37’”⁹

http://darwin-online.org.uk/

http://darwin-online.org.uk


Unity of Descent 
Last Universal Common Ancestor 

(LUCA)



"Common descent with modification"



http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/8/81/Ernst_Haeckel_5.jpg/470px-Ernst_Haeckel_5.jpg

Earnst Haeckel (1834-1919)

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/8/81/Ernst_Haeckel_5.jpg/470px-Ernst_Haeckel_5.jpg


Tree kingdoms of Life

http://home.planet.nl/~gkorthof/korthof88.htm

Carl Richard Woese (1928-2012)

http://home.planet.nl/~gkorthof/korthof88.htm


Horizontal Gene Transfer

Transfer of genetic material from surroundings to 
genome



Phylogenetic forrest (many trees)
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a second path, reproductively and genetically isolated from each other. The a1 genes in the
different species are orthologous to each other, as are the a2 genes, but the a1 and a2 genes
are paralogous because they arose from a gene duplication event. These relationships can
be determined by a careful analysis of genomes and sequence relationships (Tatusov et al.
1997) that is discussed further in Chapter 10.

THE CONCEPT OF EVOLUTIONARY TREES

An evolutionary tree is a two-dimensional graph showing evolutionary relationships
among organisms, or in the case of sequences, in certain genes from separate organisms.

Figure 6.4. The reticulated or net-like form of the tree of life. Analysis of rRNA sequences originally
suggested three main branches in the tree of life, Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukarya. Subsequent phylo-
genetic analysis of genes for some metabolic enzymes is not congruent with the rRNA tree. Hence, for
these metabolic genes, the tree has a reticulated form due to horizontal transfer of these genes between
species. (Reprinted, with permission, from Martin 1999 [copyright Wiley-Liss, Inc.].)



3 pillars of evolution

1.Mutation - Random error in DNA replication 

2.Selection - Increase/decrease fitness 

3.Drift - Random fluctuation in allele frequency



Bone in classical evolutionary 
theories

Earnst Haeckel (1924-1994)

Most changes in DNA are 
"neutral". 

Genetic drift is the major cause of 
evolution 



"Molecular" evolution

Evolutionary changes in molecules: DNA and protein 
sequences



Mutational changes in DNA



Nucleotide substitution



Standard Genetic Code



Codon bias



Result of substitution

• Synonymous - Does not change the AA 

• Non-synonymous (missense) - Changes the AA 

• Nonsense - Creates a stop codon



P Distance

No of times two sequences differ



Sequence divergence with time



Models of nucleotide substitutions



Empirical AA substitution table

PAM (Point Accepted Mutation) 

- Created by Margaret Dayhoff 

- Different matrix for different evolutionary distance 

BLOSUM



BLOSUM62



How BLOSUM is calculated

Sij =
1

�

log

✓
fij

fi ⇥ fj

◆

= a scaling parameter 

= frequency of number of times one AA changes to 
another 

= frequency of each AA

�

fij

fi, fj



Quiz

Why the self substitution scores are different for 
different amino acids?



Find the score of PQG 
matching PQG using 

BLOSUM62



Homologs

Genes related by evolution.



Homologs
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types of ancestor relationships, or there may be no ancestor relationship at all, as illustrat-
ed in Figure 3.3. For example, new gene evolution is often thought to occur by gene dupli-
cation, creating two tandem copies of the gene, followed by mutations in these copies. In
rare cases, new mutations in one of the copies provide an advantageous change in func-
tion. The two copies may then evolve along separate pathways. Although the resulting sep-
aration of function will generate two related sequence families, sequences among both
families will still be similar due to the single gene ancestor. In addition, genetic rearrange-

Figure 3.3. Origins of genes having a similar sequence. Shown are illustrative examples of gene evo-
lution. In A, a duplication of gene a to produce tandem genes a1 and a2 in an ancestor of species I
and II has occurred. Separation of the duplicated region by speciation gives rise to two separate
branches, shown in B as blue and red. a1 in species I and a1 in species II are orthologous because
they share a common ancestor. Similarly, a2 in species I and a2 in species II are orthologous. How-
ever, the a1 genes are paralogous to the a2 genes because they arose from a gene duplication event,
indicated in A. If two or more copies of a gene family have been separated by speciation in this fash-
ion, they tend to all undergo change as a group, due to gene conversion-type mechanisms (Li and
Graur 1991). In C, a gene in species I and a different gene in species II have converged on the same
function by separate evolutionary paths. Such analogous genes, or genes that result from convergent
evolution, include proteins that have a similar active site but within a different backbone sequence.
In D, genes in species I and II are related through the transfer of genetic material between species,
even though the two species are separated by a long evolutionary distance. Although the transfer is
shown between outer branches of the evolutionary tree, it could also have occurred in lower-down
branches, thus giving rise to a group of organisms with the transferred gene. Such genes are known
as xenologous or horizontally transferred genes. Transfer of the P transposable elements between
Drosophila species is a prime example of such horizontal transfer (Kidwell 1983). Horizontal trans-
fer also is found in bacterial genomes and can be traced as a regional variation in base composition
within chromosomes. A similar type of transfer is that of the small ribosomal RNA subunits of mito-
chondria and chloroplasts, which originated from early prokaryotic organisms. Symbiotic relation-
ships between organisms may be a precursor event leading to such exchanges. Other rearrangements
within the genome (not shown) may produce chimeric genes comprising domains of genes that
were evolving separately.

a

Speciation

A.

a2a1

a2a1 a2a1

B.

I

II

Gene duplication

C.

I

II
D.

I

II

Gene
duplication

Species I Species II

All 4 : homologs 

Species1 (a1,a2) and 
Species 2 (a1, a2): 

orthologs 

a1 and a2: paralogs



Fitch W. (1970). "Distinguishing 
homologous from analogous proteins". 
Syst Zool 19 (2): 99–113.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=5449325


Sequence similarity is not 
homology



Homology vs Homoplasy



Detecting selection



Types of selection

Purifying /Negative selection - Does not allow change  

Positive/Adaptive selection - Faster change 

Neutral



How to measure selection

dn= Non-synonymous substitutions /non-synonymous 
site 

ds = synonymous substitutions/synonymous site  

dn/ds > 1  = Positive selection 

dn/ds < 1  = Negative selection 

dn/ds = 1  = Neutral selection 



Positive selection I: synonymous and non-synonymous mutations

• 20 amino acids, 61 codons 

• Most amino acids encoded by more than one codon

• Not all mutations lead to a change of the encoded amino acid

• ”Synonymous mutations” are rarely selected against

... GGT AGG CCA CTA AAT CGA TTA ...
  (Leu)

CTC
(Leu)

CTG
(Leu)

CTT
(Leu)

CAA
(Gln)

CCA
(Pro)

CGA
(Arg)

ATA
(Ile)

GTA
(Val)

TTA
(Leu)

1 non-synonymous 
nucleotide site

1 synonymous 
nucleotide site

1/3 synonymous
2/3 nonsynymous
nucleotide site
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Handout:  dN/dS ratios

 A fundamental measure of the relative importance of selection and genetic drift in
causing amino-acid substitutions is the dN/dS ratio.  In this handout, you will learn how these
ratios are calculated, as well as how they are interpreted.

Definitions

 dN (alternatively designated K ) is a measure of the degree to which two homologous+

coding sequences differ with respect to amino-acid content.  Specifically, it indicates the degree
to which two sequences differ at non-synonymous sites (nucleotide sites at which a substitution
causes an amino-acid change).  Formally, dN is the average number of nucleotide differences
between the sequences per non-synonymous site. 

 dS (alternatively designated K ) is a measure of the degree to which two homologous=

coding sequences differ with respect to silent nucleotide substitutions (substitutions that do not
cause an amino-acid substitution).  It indicates the degree to which two sequences differ at
synonymous sites (sites at which a substitution does not cause an amino-acid substitution).
Formally, dS is the average number of nucleotide differences between sequences per
synonymous site.

Calculating dN and dS

     Suppose we have the following two nucleotide sequences:

 ACTCCGAACGGGGCGTTAGAGTTGAAACCCGTTAGA
       *    *   *   *   *   *  * *   **
     ACGCCGATCGGCGCGATAGGGTTCAAGCTCGTACGA

site #   123456789111111111122222222223333333
              012345678901234567890123456

syn  00100100 001001 0 00 0 00" "
# #

1 1 1 1 1 1 2
4 3 3 3 3 3 3

001001 0    sum 7.5833œ

non  11011011 " "
# #110110 1 11 1 11 110100 1 sum 28.41673 2 2 2 2 2 1

4 3 3 3 3 3 3
    œ

[For now ignore the two lines labled "syn" and "non"]

The asterisks indicate nucleotide sites at which the two sequences differ.

The amino-acid translations of these sequences, using the standard genetic code, are

 TPNGALELKPVR
       *  *** *
 TPIGAIGFKLVR

T  P  N  G  A  L  E  L  K  P  V  R

T  P  I  G  A  I  G  F  K  L  V  R
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Handout:  dN/dS ratios

 dN 0.176œ œ œNo. non-synonymous substitutions
No. non-synonymous sites 28.417

5

 dS  0.659œ œ œNo. synonymous substitutions
No. synonymous sites 7.583

5

 The ratio is then

 0.269dN 0.176
dS 0.659

œ œ

Interpreting dN/dS ratios

 Case 1: All non-synonymous mutations are neutral.

  Consider a single synonymous site.  Mutations at this site are all neutral.  The
number of mutations fixed per generation is, from neutral theory

dS mutations fixed/generation (mutations arising per generation) (prob. of fixation)œ œ ‚

           2N  œ ‚ œ. .1
2N

 Next, consider a single non-synonymous site.  Mutations at this site are also neutral, by
assumption.  Consequently the number of mutations fixed per generation is

dN mutations fixed/generation (mutations arising per generation) (prob. of fixation)œ œ ‚

           2N  œ ‚ œ. .1
2N

 In this case, then, dN/dS / 1.œ œ. .

 Conclusion:  When non-synonymous mutations are all neutral, dN/dS 1.œ

 Case 2:  A fraction  of all non-synonymous mutations are neutral, the rest aref
deleterious.

 Synonymous mutations are still neutral, so dS  again.œ .

 Consider non-synonymous mutations.  A fraction  are synonymous, and these fix at af
rate of  per generation.  A fraction 1  are deleterious, and none of these fix.  Thus the overall. f
number of non-synonymous mutations fixed per generation is

 dN  (1 ) 0œ œf f f. .



Phylogeny



Evolutionary Tree

A graph structure showing the relationship 
amongst species or in case of genes, 

relationship amongst gene. 
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The separate sequences are referred to as taxa (singular taxon), defined as phylogenetical-
ly distinct units on the tree. The tree is composed of outer branches (or leaves) represent-
ing the taxa and nodes and branches representing relationships among the taxa, illustrat-
ed as sequences A–D in Figure 6.5. Thus, sequences A and B are derived from a common
ancestor sequence represented by the node below them, and C and D are similarly related.
The A/B and C/D common ancestors also share a common ancestor represented by a node
at the lowest level of the tree. It is important to recognize that each node in the tree repre-
sents a splitting of the evolutionary path of the gene into two different species that are iso-
lated reproductively. Beyond that point, any further evolutionary changes in each new
branch are independent of those in the other new branch. The length of each branch to the
next node represents the number of sequence changes that occurred prior to the next level
of separation. Note that, in this example, the branch length between the A/B node and A is
approximately equal to that between the A/B node and B, indicating the species are evolv-
ing at the same rate.

The amount of evolutionary time that has transpired since the separation of A and B is
usually not known. What is estimated by phylogenetic analysis is the amount of sequence
change between the A/B node and A and also between the A/B node and B. Hence, judg-
ing by the branch lengths from this node to A and B, the same number of sequence changes
has occurred. However, it is also likely that for some biological or environmental reason
unique to each species, one taxon may have undergone more mutations since diverging
from the ancestor than the other. In this case, different branch lengths would be shown on
the tree. Some types of phylogenetic analyses assume that the rates of evolution in the tree
branches are the same, whereas others assume that they vary, as discussed below. The
assumption of a uniform rate of mutation in the tree branches is known as the molecular
clock hypothesis and is usually most suitable for closely related species (Li and Graur 1991;
Li 1997). Tests for this hypothesis have been devised as described below. Even if there is a
common rate of evolutionary change, statistical variations from one branch to another can
influence the analysis. The number of substitutions in each branch is generally assumed to
vary according to the Poisson distribution (see Chapter 3, p. 103, for an explanation of the
Poisson distribution), and the rate of change is assumed to be equal across all sequence
positions (Swofford et al. 1996).

sequence A
A. Rooted tree

B. Unrooted tree

sequence B

sequence A

sequence B

sequence C

sequence D

sequence C

sequence D

node

branch

Figure 6.5. Structure of evolutionary trees.



Tree features

Taxon (plural taxa) are atomic units of the 
tree.  

Branch length represent the estimate of the 
sequence change. 

Each internal node represent a speciation 
even. 



Tree features

The branch length may differ due to “accelerated 
evolution” after speciation. 

May phylogenetic techniques assume that the 
brach lengths are same “molecular clock”. Such 

assumption is only valid for closely related species.



Rooted trees are hard to make
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The tree shown is only one of many, each predicting a different evolutionary relation-
ship among the sequences or taxa. The number of possible rooted trees increases very
rapidly with the number of sequences or taxa, as shown in Table 6.2. A root has been
placed at this position indicating that in this evolutionary model of the sequences this basal
node is the common ancestor of all of the other sequences. A unique path leads from the
root node to any other node, and the direction of the path indicates the passage of evolu-
tionary time. The root is defined by including a taxon that we are reasonably sure branched
off earlier than the other taxa under study but should be related to the remaining taxa. It
is also possible to predict a root, assuming that the molecular clock hypothesis holds.

The sum of all the branch lengths in a tree is referred to as the tree length. The tree is
also a bifurcating or binary tree, in that only two branches emanate from each node. This
situation is what one would expect during evolution—only one splitting away of a new
species at a time. Trees can have more than one branch emanating from a node if the events
separating taxa are so close that they cannot be resolved, or to simplify the tree.

An alternative representation of the relationships among sequences A–D in Figure 6.5A
is shown in Figure 6.5B. The difference between the tree in A and that in B is that the tree
in B is unrooted. The unrooted tree also shows the evolutionary relationships among
sequences A–D, but it does not reveal the location of the oldest ancestry. B could be con-
verted into A by placing another node and adjoining root to the black line. A root could
also be placed anywhere else in the tree. Hence, there are a great many more possibilities
for rooted than for unrooted trees for a given number of taxa or sequences, as shown in
Table 6.2.

Three methods—maximum parsimony, distance, and maximum likelihood—are gen-
erally used to find the evolutionary tree or trees that best account for the observed varia-
tion in a group of sequences. Each of these methods uses a different type of analysis as
described below. The flowchart on page 247 descibes the types of considerations that need
to be made in choosing a method. These methods may find that more than one tree meets
the criterion chosen for being the most likely tree. The branching patterns in these trees
may be compared to find which branches are shared and therefore are more strongly sup-
ported. PAUP provides methods for finding consensus trees, and such trees are also calcu-
lated by the CONSENSE program in the PHYLIP package. Trees are stored as a tree file
that shows the relationships in nested-parenthesis notation, i.e., a file with the line
(A,(B,(C,D))) represents the tree shown below in Table 6.2. Sometimes, branch lengths are

Table 6.2. Number of possible evolutionary trees to consider as a function of number of
sequences

Taxa or sequence  no. No. of rooted trees No. of unrooted trees

3 3 1
4 15 3
5 105 15

— — —
7 10,395 954

A B C D



Rooted tree

Root represent common ancestor of all 
nodes. 

In general, root is fixed by a taxon that 
branched of earlier than the others 

“outgroup”.  

Root can also be predicted provided 
molecular clock assumption holds true. 



31/2 Methods

Parsimony 

Distance method 

Maximum Likelihood 

Bayesian



List of phylogenetic software

http://evolution.gs.washington.edu/phylip/
software.html

http://evolution.gs.washington.edu/phylip/software.html


Phylip

http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip/
getme.html

http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip/getme.html


Parsimony

Smallest number of evolutionary changes 
that explain the observed sequences. 

Usually used for ancestral reconstruction 
using binary characters.



Occam's razor

http://www.reconnections.net/razor.jpg

http://www.reconnections.net/razor.jpg


William of Ockham 
14th Century

http://upload.wikimedia.org/

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/70/William_of_Ockham.png


+ +

+

Ancestral reconstruction using Parsimony

−
DOL
LO

+

−



Main Parsimony programs in 
phylip

DNAPARS for DNA 

PROTPARS for protein



Parsimony

1 2 3 4

Seq1 A G G A

Seq2 A G G G

Seq3 A A C A

Seq4 A A C G

To be informative at least one change is required 
Position 1: uninformative 
Positions 2-4: informative



Parsimony
3 possible unrooted trees for position 

2

G A

A

A

G

G

* G G

A

A

G

G

*
A A

A

A

G

G*

*

*

Tree 1 is parsimonious tree with just one 
change 

Best tree is the one that explains all the 
position with least number of changes. 



Distance method

Step 1: Calculate distance between all pairs 
of sequence in a multiple alignment 

Step 2: Create a phylogenetic tree from this 
distance matrix



Creating tree from distance 
matrix

FITCH: Fitch Margoliash method. No 
molecular clock. 

KITSCH: Fitch Margoliash but under 
assumption of molecular clock. 

NEIGHBOR: Neighbor joining or UPGMA.  

NJ trees are unrooted and no assumption of 
molecular clock. 



A B C D

A - DAB  = 20 DAC = 25 DAD = 37

B - - DBC = 45 DBD = 42

C - - - DCD = 15

D - - - -

A

B

C

D

a

b
c

d

A

a

B
C

D

b c

d
e

A B Average CD

A - DAB  = 20 D(AC+AD)/2 = 31

B - - D(BC+BD)/2 = 43.5

Average CD - - -

(A)

(B) (C)

(D)

Figure 4: CLUSTALW algorithm.(A) The pair-wise distances are calculated
for each sequences, in this case sequences A, B, C, D. For easier calculation
each fractional distances are converted to integer.(B) The initial state of the
tree with no preference as neighbor. The branch lengths are indicated with
lowercase letters.(D) The modified matrix after neighboring pairs have been
found.

9

Align each pair of sequences and calculate 
distance as (number of mismatches/

number of matches) and create a distance 
matrix



Programs to calculate 
distance matrix in PHYLIP

DNADIST for DNA. Uses various models for 
DNA 

PROTDIST for protein. Uses various models 
including PAMs.



Creating tree using PHYLIP 
Step 1

Create a multiple alignment 

muscle -in inputfile -phyiout outfile 



Creating tree using PHYLIP 
Step 2

Run a distance program 

protdist



Creating tree using PHYLIP 
Step 3

Run a distance program 

fitch



TABLE 27.11. Neighbor-joining example

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cycle 4 Cycle 5

Distance matrix A B C D E U1 C D E U1 C U2 U2 U3 U4

B 5 C 3 C 3 U3 2 F 5
C 4 7 D 6 7 U2 3 4 F 6 6
D 7 10 7 E 5 6 5 F 7 8 6
E 6 9 6 5 F 7 8 9 8
F 8 11 8 9 8

Step 1

S calculations SA = (5+4+7+6+8)/4 = 7.5 SU1 = (3+6+5+7)/3 = 7 SU1 = (3+3+7)/2 = 6.5 SU2 = (2+6)/1 = 8 Because N – 2 = 0,
SB = (5+7+10+9+11)/4 = 10.5 SC = (3+7+6=8)/3 = 8 SC = (3+4+8)/2 = 7.5 SU3 = (2+6)/1 = 8 we cannot do this

Sx = (sum all Dx)/(N – 2), SC = (4+7+7+6+8)/4 = 8 SD = (6+7+5+9)/3 = 9 SU2 = (3+4+6)/2 = 6.5 SF = (6+6)/1 = 12 calculation.
where N is the # of SD = (7+10+7+5+9)/4 = 9.5 SE = (5+6+5+8)/3 = 8 SF = (7+8+6)/2 = 10.5
OTUs in the set. SE = (6+9+6+5+8)/4 = 8.5 SF = (7+8+9+8)/3 = 10.6

SF = (8+11+8+9+8)/4 = 11

Step 2

Calculate pair with Smallest are Smallest is Smallest is Smallest is
smallest (M), where MAB = 5 – 7.5 – 10.5 = –13 MCU1 = 3 – 7 – 8 = –12 MCU1 = 3 – 6.5 – 7.5 = –11 MU2F = 6 – 8 – 12 = –14
Mij = Dij – Si – Sj. MDE = 5 – 9.5 – 8.5 = –13 MDE = 5 – 9 – 8 = –12 MU3F = 6 – 8 – 12 = –14

Choose one of these (AB here). Choose one of these (DE here). MU2U3 = 2 – 8 – 8 = –14
Choose one of these (MU2U3 here).

Step 3

Create a node (U) that U1 joins A and B: U2 joins D and E: U3 joins C and U1: U4 joins U2 and U3: For last pair, connect
joins pair with lowest SAU1 = DAB/2 + (SA – SB)/2 = 1 SDU2 = DDE/2 + (SD – SE)2 = 3 SCU3 = DCU1/2 + (SC – SU1)/2 =2 SU2U4 = DU2U3/2 + (SU2 – SU3)/2 = 1 U4 and F with branch
Mij such that SBU1 = DAB/2 + (SB – SA)/2 = 4 SEU2 = DDE/2 + (SE – SD)/2 = 2 SU1U3 = DCU1/2 + (SU1 – SC)/2 = 1 SU3U4 = DU2U3/2 + (SU3 – SU2)/2 = 1 . length = 5.
SIU = Dij /2 + (Si – Sj)/2.

Step 4

Join i and j according to S
above and make all
other taxa in form of
a star. Branches in black
are of unknown length.
Branches in red are of
known length.

Step 5 Comments

Calculate new distance Note this is the same
matrix of all other taxa tree we started with
to U with (drawn in unrooted
DxU = Dix + Djx – Dij , form here).
where i and j are those
selected from above.

From http://www.icp.ucl.ac.be/~opperd/private/upgma.html.

A
BD C

FE 1
4U1 A

BD C

FE 12
3 4U1U2 A

BD C

FE 112 4
2

3 U1U2 U3 A
BC

F
D

E 1 12 4
2

3 U1U2 U3U4 A
BC

F

D
E 1 1452

3 U12U2 U3U4



Output tree format 
Newick

(P73_HUMAN/:0.16068,((P53_XENLA/:0.18610,((P53_ONCMY/:0.12081,	  
P53_DANRE/:0.12111):0.02394,P53_HUMAN/:0.22849):0.03528):0.04183,	  

P53_ORYLA/:0.20291):0.11899,Q27937_LOL:0.48924);	  



Reliability 
Bootstrapping

Randomly sample the original alignment  

Create many alignments 

Create many trees 

Create a consensus tree



Bootstrpping in phylip

seqboot 

protdist 

fitch 

consense 

Don’t forget to use “multiple” parameters



Maximum Likelihood



 Hypothesis 

 data 

Conditional probability

Prob(H|D) =
Prob(D|H)Prob(H)

Prob(D)

Likelihood

H =

D=



Calculating likelihood

Given a dataset 

Likelihood 

D = D1, D2, . . . , Dn

L = Prob(D1|H)Prob(D2|H) . . . P rob(Dn|H)



Maximum likelihood

Given the likelihood 

We calculate the likelihood for a set of 
probabilities of H  

The probability of H is “most probably” 
where the likelihood is maximum.

L = Prob(D1|H)Prob(D2|H) . . . P rob(Dn|H)



Let’s calculate the probability 
of heads

HHTTH 

L = pp(1� p)(1� p)p

= p3(1� p)2

lnL = ln p3 + ln(1� p)2

d(lnL)
dp = 3

p � 2
(1�p) = 0

p = 3
5



Probability of a tree

A B

x For nucleotide sequence 
x = (A, T, G, or C) 

L =
X

x

Prob(x)Prob(A|x)Prob(B|x)



RAX-ML

http://icwww.epfl.ch/~stamatak/index-Dateien/
Page443.htm

http://icwww.epfl.ch/~stamatak/index-Dateien/Page443.htm


Text books


